8X2 4K/60 SEAMLESS PRESENTATION SWITCHER

**PS-820S**
- 4K/60 4:4:4 with Don’t Blink™ Seamless Switching
- HDCP 2.2
- (8) inputs including HDBaseT, HDMI, DisplayPort, and USB-C
- Balanced audio inputs, audio embedding and mixing with volume control
- EDID management for individual inputs

**PS-820S-QSYS**
Via Q-SYS, intuitive setup and control of switching, audio, presets, diagnostics, and more
PURELINK™ + Q-SYS™ | PS-820S Q-SYS DRIVER

MATRX SWITCING
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HDMI

HDBASE-T

4 HDMI
5 HDMI
6. VGA

7.5P
8. USB C
Auto

Presets

Preset 1
Preset 2
Preset 3
Preset 4
Preset 5
Preset 6

AUDIO MIXING

HDMI Output
Input 4 - 4.HDMI

HDBT Output
Input 2 - Media Player

Mix Volume
60.0%

HDMI Volume
78.0%

HDBT Volume
95.0%
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